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The crew you fell in love with is back and more disloyal than ever!
Not all fairy tales have happy endings. This time around, the crew will find that out the hard way. Rahmeek
and Aja are more in love than ever; that is until Karima resurfaces with secret that Aja simply can't deal with.
Markese and Trish have finally had the baby that they always dreamed of, but paternity issues have Markese
keeping his distance from the child.
Some couples will experience joy and happiness while others struggle with lies and deceit that might be too
big for them to overcome.
Frenemies and foes are lurking in the shadows and wrecking havoc on the lives of the crew.
Money, power, and respect are what the crew is after. But everything comes with a price. Follow the crew
and find out what they're willing to risk to own the streets of the Chi.
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From Reader Review Living for Love and Dying for Loyalty 2 for
online ebook

Denia says

This book picked up right were 2 left off! OMG so much drama occurred with the crew this time around! Mz
Lady P you did your thing in this series and never disappoint! I love how everything unfolds and excited to
read part 3!

Torz&#x1f61d;Tha&#x1f4da;Junky&#x1f61c; says

Ok, Mz. Lady P done is Flawless with this Pen game fareal. Just when I thought "how can it get better than
part 1?" . You show up and show out yet again!!! I had a lot of respect for Trish in this 1, because not only
did she step up to the plate she allowed her love to conquer all her problems. I was a really suprised at Aja,
how she reacted to this outside child though. Rahmeek is that dude though. Am glad the crew is still loyal to
each other and I look forward to seeing how this goes. The ending had my mouth open like Nahhhh...lol
#Loveit #PageTurner

reneeNaDaBomb says

Living for Love and Dying for Loyalty 2

In this second novel we find the couples are now married and growing their blended families together.
Surprisingly, Hassan & Niyah are expecting. Though I still don't get Nisayah & Killa's crazy in love a$$e$, it
adds a touch of comedy to the chaos. Sometimes it is difficult to keep up with the characters and their
identities but that is what peaks a readers curiosity. Keep up the good work. So far it gets better with a 4
**** rating. Yes, I will be reading the next book in this series right now.

Fabrice Stuart says

Interesting

I really wish I read these books first before I read the connecting books to this. It explains so much that I
questioned. Nisa and Markese omg

Revina says

Damn

I hope they kill that crazy woman Carmen. The crew can't catch a break for nothing as soon as they get they



happy ending somebody messes it up.

shamone norris says

Omg...

I was not ready for any of this. To find out Carmen nor Mont is dead just blew me smh. And to find out
Stacy isn't whose say she is was as shock too. Poor Trish. She can't win for losing. It's always something
coming back to hunt them. Maybe this is the sign they need to get out the game for good but with all that
happened I know that ain't bout to happen no time soon smh.

lakenya ross says

Maltese and his crew

Drama is there past time.Trisha,and the ladies do shit.but the men keep their pants down.this is a must read.I
love it.

Michelle ReadAcholic F says

explosive

nisa let killa get away with too much. Rah would have been signing divorce papers I don't care. they walking
that thin line of danger.

Sandra (Book Loves) Atueyi says

Living for Love and Dying for Loyalty 2 is a good read. Mz. Lady did a good job. It is well written and well
characters. I am shocked that Carmen is still alive. I am not going to spoiled to other readers. I can't wait to
read part 3 of this book.

anita wade says

It just keeps getting better and better.

I'm telling you Mz. Lady P is the shit, this book gets hotter and hotter by the minute. I don't want to give
away the story line but these characters are amazing. Please get this series if you love mystery, murder and
drama this is the book for you.



Gloria Lewis Griffin says

Living For Love and Dying For Loyalty 2

Loyalty is what they did not have. With the exception of Hassan and Niyah, all of them were liars, cheaters,
deceivers, or abusers. They got on my nerves. These guys couldn't keep their pants zipped up to save their
lives. These adults were so immature, especially Aja and Killa. They carried their egos too far and created
stupid situations. The reason for Three Stars is we have another continuation. However, a pretty good read.
Definitely recommended.

Jaclyn says

Wow

Sheesh. Book is crazy wild. The things that some of them are doing is crazy. As loyal as they all seem they
sure get caught up in the moment. Why does Trish always have to get the short end of the stick. I love
Rahmeek but he does dumb crap. I can only imagine what 3 brings.

Vicky Myers says

Good

I was so made at Aja but I had to realize that she was a young adult and they still immature in certain areas

Desirer Dollar says

Living for Love and Dying for Loyalty 2 was a good book, but it wasn't as good as part one, however, it
started off right where part 1 ended. There was drama, trials, and tribulations amongst all the members of the
phamily.
Aja was devastated when she found out tht she wasn't the only one tht have given Rahmeek the ultimate gift.
The love tht she has for her husband, she comes around slowly, and began to put her pride to the side, to be
the wife that her husband needs her to be.
Markese feels less than a man when he finally see with his own 2 eyes the damage that a member of his
crew, has brought to him. He realizes that he was indeed too hard on his wife and that she was violated in the
worse way. Trish takes things in her own hands, with the help from some of the girls from the crew, revenge
never been so sweet.
Killa is beyond heartbroken when he finds out that Nisa did the ultimate betrayal to him. He can't understand
why Nisa made such a drastic decision without even so much of a conversation with him. Everyone else is
becoming parents, but his decision was taken away from him due to Nisa being selfish. She can't understand
why Killa can't seems to see it from her point of view. Stacy worships the ground that her husband walks on.
Boogie and her have had a hard upbringing, and neither of them had much of a family, besides the crew.



Stacy discovers that her family has been under her the entire time, and she's definitely going to need them,
without the knowledge of the crew, she's on the run, and she's about to be in way over her head.
No matter what happens, the members always put the wives and children of the phamily first. There is
always beef from people on the outside, and inside, but it never affects the money or closeness that everyone
has for one another.

evette w says

Good Stuff!

Okay their is all kinda of action going on in this second installment of a good series.The writer picks right up
in the action and doesn't let up!The characters have been fleshed out more so that you are getting a better
look at what makes them tick.The fact that the story is riddled with mystery and drama this is added
bonus.There are going to be a few things in this story I thought was glossed over and not given its
due,because of the seriousness of the subject.Overall this was really a good story and so very entertaining.


